Why are requests deflected with the reason MFHD Acquisitions Status - On Order?
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Applies to

- Tipasa

Answer

In WMS items get their On Order status from the Local Holdings record's Receipt Status ([008/06 Receipt or Acquisition Status](https://help.oclc.org/Resource_Sharing/Tipasa/Troubleshooting/Why_are_requests_deflected_with_the_reason_MFHD_Acquisitions_Status)) field. A Tipasa request can be declined if the Acquisition status of the item in the LHR is set to 3 - On order. In order for the request to be approved, you can alter the status to something else.

Additional information

Here are the steps to alter the status from the Record Manager tab:

1. Click the Record Manager tab.
2. Search for the OCLC# of the title.
3. Click on the title's name in the result list.
4. In the 008 tag, edit the Receipt status field.
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